
Beyond Security Joins AWS Marketplace

AVDS

CUPETINO, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES, June 19, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Cupertino, CA — June 19, 2017 – Beyond
Security, a leading provider for automated security testing solutions
including vulnerability management, announced today that Amazon Web
Services (AWS) customers can now leverage Automated Vulnerability
Detection System (AVDS®) in AWS Marketplace to scan, audit, monitor
and manage software vulnerabilities on all their Amazon Machine Images
(AMI). The work between AWS and Beyond Security will provide added security through unmatched
vulnerability, configuration and compliance audit for myriad of customers looking to build, operate or
maintain their applications on the AWS Cloud.

“We’re excited to join AWS Marketplace; our customers can build secure solutions on AWS and
continue to expand their cloud presence,” said Hamid Karimi, Vice President, Business Development
and OEM at Beyond Security. “Available now as a Virtual Scanner Appliance in AWS Marketplace,
Beyond Security users can roll out new AVDS AMI instances under the company’s BYOL (Bring Your
Own License) model. Since AVDS is available in AWS Marketplace as a pre-built virtual appliance,
users can deploy new instances quickly, securely and easily. Once AWS customers purchase AVDS
directly from Beyond Security or a certified partner, the customers will automatically receive an
activation code to register and use the AVDS vulnerability scanner” he added. 

AWS Shared Responsibility Model guarantees that the underlying cloud infrastructure is secure,
reliable and flexible; while customers take responsibility for the security of their own AMI virtual
appliance (guest OS and application). Beyond Security’s AVDS vulnerability management platform
provides these customers with the ability to efficiently enhance the security posture of the AMI virtual
appliance throughout the software development, staging and production lifecycle. The scan data is
securely transmitted and analyzed by Beyond Security’s management console so that customers can
access the information on-demand whether IT applications are hosted on-premises or on the AWS
Cloud.

“AVDS is the most automated and accurate vulnerability management solution in the industry today,”
said Aviram Jenik, CEO, Beyond Security. “Through Beyond Security’s agreement with AWS users
can take advantage of a cohesive and hardened configuration and vulnerability management solution
across both cloud and on-premises environments” he added. 

Beyond Security is a leading worldwide security solutions provider for testing accurately to assess
and manage security weaknesses in networks, applications, industrial systems and networked
software. Beyond Security’s product lines include, AVDS for network vulnerability management and
beSTORM for software security testing, which can help secure network and applications and comply
with the security policy requirements that exceeds industry and government standards.

Founded in 1999, Beyond Security's solutions are essential components in the risk management
program for many organizations worldwide.  With the headquarters located in Cupertino, California,
Beyond Security's distributors and resellers can be found in North and South America, Europe, Asia,
Africa, the Middle East and Australia. 
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For more information, please contact – Sonia Awan at 747-254-5705 or at
soniaa@beyondsecurity.com
Or visit us at www.beyondsecurity.com.
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